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The creation of Formby Coastline

Around 9500 BC, Britain went through its on 
climate change going from cold to warm. The 
ice sheets that covered the northern part of 
Britain melted. As the ice melted it led to a 
rapid rise in sea levels. The melted ice 
immersed areas of land and led to the creation 
of the Irish sea. Formby was originally inland, 
but it now had its own coastline and with that 
came benefits and it was changed forever. 



https://www.science.org/content/article/watch-ice-sheet-melt-and-great-britain-and-ireland-emerge

https://www.science.org/content/article/watch-ice-sheet-melt-and-great-britain-and-ireland-emerge


How Formby changed…

Rich minerals from the streams and rivers 
landed at the coastline and created a 
salt-marsh environment. Vast beds of reeds 
grew in the mud and woodlands began to 
appear. The lush coastline environment 
attracted animals and birds to graze. As more 
animals began to make home in this rich 
environment, humans found the area attractive 
given them food, water and shelter. They would 
forage for seafood, birds, eggs and wild plants. 
They hunted red deer, roe deer, wild boar and 
the occasional aurochs. They also use animal 
hides to make clothing.



The formation of the prints
For the prints to be preserved for thousands of years, they would have 
been made in perfect conditions. That would be when the weather was 
very warm and the water level was low enough to enable the reed beds 
to dry in the sun, to the extent that the mud hardened, capturing the 
impressions of the life moving through them. 

This means that they were formed during late spring, summer and early 
autumn.

As the impressions were made , sand was blown into the cavities left by 
the footprints, filling the hardened impression. 

All the evidence suggests that the prints were formed between 5,400 BC 
and 2,300 BC. 



Activity 1: 

Look at the footprints in the sand. 

Cut out the correct footprint and 
match it to the one in the sand.

Using the fact sheet, see who 
they belong to and information 
about them.  



Matching up the footprints



Significance of the Formby Footprints

● The footprints are still around today and attracts lots of 
tourists 

● Gives us an idea of what life was like at that time
● Allows us to see what animals were living in Formby around 

that time period. 
● From knowing what was living here at that time, allows us to 

build a picture of the habitat that was here. 



Activity 2:


